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Comprehension Passage

THE HIGHWAY CODE

1)  Ride in single file when road or traffic 
conditions require it, and never more than 
two abreast.

2)  Do not wobble about the road.

3)  When traffic is held up, do not take risks by 
riding along a narrow space between vehicles.

4)  Never ride close behind a moving vehicle; it 
may slow down or stop suddenly.

5)  Do not hold on to another vehicle.

6)  Make sure that your rear light and reflector 
are kept clean and are never obscured by 
your clothing or anything else.



Complete each of these with a word used in the code above:

Answer each of these questions with a complete sentence:

a)  Single                                  means a single line of people, one behind the other.

b) Any cart, car or lorry is called a                                        .

c) Vehicles coming and going are called the                                      .

d) Cyclists should never ride more than                               abreast.

e) We say a thing is                               if it cannot be clearly seen.

f) The rear light must never be                               by clothing.

g) When the roads are busy, ride in                             file.

h) An instrument for reflecting light is called a                                              .

a) Which parts of his bike should a cyclist keep especially clean?

b) What is the greatest number you may ride?

c) What should the cyclist never do when traffic is held up?

d) Should you ever hold on to a moving lorry?

e) Why should you never ride close behind a fast-moving lorry?

a) ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

b) ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

c) ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

d) ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

e)  ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

tutututututu

Dekh Bhai 
Dekh...

This 
could be 

your last
joy-ride!

Rear Light



Composition Writing

FOLLOW TRAFFIC RULES

Look at the cartoon given below carefully. Now tell this story of how 

Seema ended up in a hospital with a broken leg. Write the moral of the 

story in the last two lines.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Arrest that woman, officer!

She interrupted a very 

important Phone Call.



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

tutututututu

Activities:

1.  Nature Walk – involving 
crossing the road and 
honouring traffic lights.

2.  Special Visit – of an officer 
from the traffic police 
department to discuss 
safe road usage as 
walkers and cyclists.

Follow Traffic Lights While Crossing Road



Grammar Exercise

 SCHOOL BUS CODE

For each sentence in the first group (1-10), there is one of opposite 

meaning in the second (a-j). Write out the second group in the same 

order as the first.

1.  Always be punctual.

2.  Queue on the pavement in a proper manner away from the road.

3.  Do not push or rush for the door to get into the bus.

4.  Speak to the driver only when he is not driving or in an emergency.

5.  Wait until the vehicle has completely stopped before alighting.

6.  Allow the bus to move off before crossing the road.

7.  Do not stick your hand or head out of the window while traveling.

8.  If the vehicle breaks down, or is involved in an accident, follow instructions 

given by the driver or teacher in charge.

Always

form a queue

and 

don’t push others

while boarding 

the bus.



9.  If you find a suspicious object in the bus 
immediately bring it to the attention of the teacher 
in charge or the driver

10.  You can stop unfortunate accidents from 
happening.

a) Run on to the road when you see the bus and try 
to board it in a hurry.

b) Chat with the driver throughout the journey to 
pass time.

c) Insist on crossing the road before the bus has 
moved away from the stop.

d) Always be late.

e) Wave out to your friends in a moving bus, stick out your head and feel the wind.

f) You are too young to do any thing about road accidents. 

g) Do not be alert; if you see suspicious objects in the vehicle, mind your own 
business.

h) Push everybody around you to get in first. 

I ) In case of an emergency, do not follow instructions.

j) Jump off the vehicle before it stops completely.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

tutututututu



Map Reading

KNOW THE DIRECTIONS

Street Map

1.     Radha's house is in                                        Street.

2.    Ms. Maya lives in                                               Street.

3.    Mohan lives in                                          Street.

4.    Ravi lives next door to                                                    .

5.    Ms.                                    is Mr. Ravi's neighbour.

6.    Radha lives opposite the                                            .

Study the above map carefully and answer the following questions:

West Street East Street

North 

Street

South 

Street

Recreation

Ground

Sweet Shop Baker’s Chemist

Maya
Mohan

Ravi Radha

Clock



7.    The clock is on the corner of                           Street and              _    Street.

8.    The baker's shop is in between the chemist and the                                        .

9.    Ms.                                      lives opposite the sweet shop.

10.  In what street is the recreation ground?

______________________________________________________________________

11.  Who lives next to Mr. Ravi?

______________________________________________________________________

12.  Whose shop is next to the chemist?

______________________________________________________________________

13.  Where does Ms. Maya live?

______________________________________________________________________

14.  Between which shops is the baker's?

______________________________________________________________________

15.  Where is the clock?

______________________________________________________________________

16.  What is opposite Ms. Radha's house?

______________________________________________________________________

   

tutututututu







Your school was visited by a Traffic Control Officer, who discussed lots 

of interesting traffic management techniques with students of class 7. 

He talked about : car pooling, park and ride, high parking rates, 

pedestrianisation, banning certain vehicles on certain days or time slots 

etc. Write a letter to your grandfather about the visit and the techniques 

discussed. Also mention the technique you liked the best and how you 

would use it in your day to day life. You are Varun Pruthi, residing in 13 

Malviya Nagar, B Block, New Delhi - 12.

_______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Composition Writing

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

tutututututu

Trucks Not Allowed

Park 
and
Ride



Rewrite the following sentences filling each space with the correct word 

from this list : whose, who, whom, what, which. You may use some words 

more than once:

1.  Sometimes elders need to be reminded about ______________ they must not do 

while driving on the road.

2.  But ______________________ are they most likely to listen to?

3.  Many a time, children _____________________ travel with their parents and 

elders can become the torchbearers of road safety.

4.  They can help elders ___________________ are sometimes less conscientious 

about following traffic rules.

Grammar Exercise 1

TRAFFIC RULES



5.  Drivers ________________ are apathetic to 

traffic regulations often jump lights.

6.  There are others ______________________ 

refuse to wear seat belts, or drive within 

the prescribed speed limit.

7.  These children ________________________ 

parents indulge in rule breaking, can gently 

remind them of their transgression.

8.  ___________________________   parent would refuse 

to listen to his/her little child insisting on road safety.

9.  Kids can thus achieve ______________ all Traffic Authorities put together 

cannot. 

tutututututu



From the adjective BRAVE, we can make the noun BRAVERY. Make a 

noun from the adjective in front of each of the following sentences and 

use it to fill the space :

1.  Owned                   Increase in_________________________ of vehicles results in 

high traffic volume on the roads.

2.  Congested              This   _________________________causes multiple problems.

Grammar Exercise 2

TRAFFIC HAZARDS



3.  Wasted                   High traffic volume causes _______________________ of the 

precious time of motorists and passengers.

4.  Polluted                 Wasted fuel increases air _____________________ and carbon 

dioxide emissions owing to increased idling , acceleration 

and braking.

5.  Encouraged            It stresses and frustrates motorists and also gives __________ 

______________to road rage and reduces health of motorists.

6.  Violated                 It causes delays which may result in traffic _______________ 

and hence accidents. 

7.  Solved                    A viable ______________________ to this problem could be 

shunning of vehicle ownership and increased usage of public 

transport.

tutututututu

Use of public transport like DTC bus can help in 
reducing high traffic volume on roads



Read the following poem about a careless boy :

Poem Writing

SAFETY ON ROAD

THE BOY WHO DIDN’T LOOK FOR 

A PLACE TO CROSS

He couldn't be bothered to walk to a place,

Where the cars could be seen from a nice open space.

So he crossed the road right next to a bend,

Now his arm for some while will be struggling to mend.

A car cannot dodge what it cannot see,

So it flattened the boy unfortunately.

Now he can't swim, dress himself or go cart,

'Cause his arm is all limp and falling apart.

P.S - Always 

cross where 

you can see 

what is 

coming.



Now compose another poem about a careless driver who ran over and 

killed a woman walking on the road as he was talking on the phone while 

driving. Include a few lines about what happened to the woman's family 

after the accident.

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Activities:

1. Visit to a traffic park.

2. Class outing- planning out 

or mapping the shortest 

and safest route to the 

destination.



Solve the Puzzle

Help the children reach their destination through the shortest and safest route.

tutututututu

DESTINATION









Reading a City Map 

1)  A: Hi! Could you tell me where the ________________________________ is?

B: It is across the street from the University, next to the Beauty Shop.

2)  A: Help! My car is missing! I think it was stolen! I need to go to the Police Station 
to report.

Map Reading

KNOW THE DIRECTIONS

Use the city map to answer the questions.



        B: Calm down! The police station is situated next to  ________________________  
on ______________________________________________________________.

3)  A: Can you tell me where the Beauty Shop is?

     B: Sure! It is located on the ____________________ corner of _________________

          Avenue and __________________ street , next to the _____________________.

4)  A: Hi! I am currently at the Supermarket , but the bread here is stale. Can you 
guide me to the Bakery?    

        B: Certainly! You are on the _______________________________________ Turn 
left on the ____________________. When you reach ______________________

             ______________. The bakery is located ________________________________.

5)  A: When I look Northeast, I see The Court House , When I look North , I see 
The City Park. When I look East, I see The Flower Shop. Where am I?

        B: Found you! You ___________________________________________________.

6)  A: What buildings will I find in the Southwestern part of the city?

        B: We have the _______________________________________________________.

7)  A: I wanted to know which buildings in the city will have the addresses 250 251 
and 252 Mallory Street?

        B: _________________________________________________________________.

8)  A: Please could you tell me in which direction to turn to reach The Bank, if I am 
at The Drug Store?

        B: You______________________________________________________________.

9)  A: Do you think your city is well planned?

        B: I would say 
___________________________________because_______________

             _________________________________________________________________.

tutututututu



Look at the following picture prompts. Each one of them illustrates a 

road safety issue. Write an interesting passage on each of them in the 

space provided alongside. (50 words per passage)

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

___________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Paragraph Writing

ROAD SAFETY ISSUES

“You were doing the speed limit. I found that suspicious.”



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

YOU ARE

DRUNK!!

THANK GOODNESS,

I THOUGHT MY

STEERING HAD GONE!



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

“I find this 

new road layout 

a little confusing.”



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

tutututututu

CAN I CALL

YOU BACK?



Rewrite the following conversation in Reported Speech :

Student:   Driving on the highway has lately become very dangerous.

Teacher:  Very true. Obeying Traffic Safety Regulations often marks the difference 

between life and death on the highway. Only if you are alert while driving 

can you live to see another day.

Student:   But who follows the rules today? Incidents like driving in wrong lanes and 

jumping red lights is a usual sight in our country. Such rule breaking 

endangers the lives of pedestrians and other vehicle drivers.

Teacher:  Therefore the thumb rule is to exercise tolerance and respect the traffic rules 

and regulations. Each one of us can help the situation by deciding to always 

follow road safety regulations.

_______________________________________________________________________

Conversation

ACCIDENTS ON HIGHWAYS



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

tutututututu

Petrol Driven Car CNG Driven Auto-Rickshaw

Activities:

1. Carrying out mock accident situations.

2. Discussion about green fuels and pollution control.

Straight Prohibited 
      or

Traffic Signs Traffic Light Lane Driving



It is about time we sat up and started noticing the harm we are doing to 

the environment through our modes of transport. We are causing air , 

noise as well as visual pollution. Drawing inspiration from the above 

picture, write a composition about “The Causes and Extent of Pollution 

Caused Due to Traffic”. Also write about the strategies we can use to 

reduce this pollution. (150-200 words)

_______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Composition

TRAFFIC POLLUTION



___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

tutututututu









Read the following poem and answer the questions that follow:

Death of An Innocent

I went to a party, mom, I remember what you said, 

You told me not to drink, mom, so I drank soda instead.

I didn't touch a drink, mom, though everyone said I should,

I really felt proud inside, mom, just the way you said I would.

I know I did the right thing, mom, I know you're always right,

Now the party is finally ending, mom, and everyone's driving out of sight. 

As I got into my car, mom, I knew I'd get home in one piece,

Because of the way you raised me, mom, so responsible and sweet.

I started to drive away, mom, but as I pulled out onto the road, 

The other car didn't see me, mom, and hit me like a load. 

As I lie here on the pavement, mom, I hear the policeman say,

The other guy is drunk, mom, and now I'm the one who'll pay.

I'm lying here dying, mom, I wish you'd get here soon,

How could this happen to me, mom? My life burst like a balloon.

There's blood all around me, mom, and most of it is mine,

I hear the medic say, mom, I'll die in a short time.

I just wanted to tell you, mom, I swear I didn't drink,

It was the others, mom. The others didn't think.

He was probably at the same party as I,

The only difference is, he drank and I will die. 

continued...

Comprehension Passage

DRUNKEN DRIVING



Why do people drink, mom? It can ruin your whole life,

I'm feeling sharp pains now, mom, pains just like a knife. 

The guy that hit me is walking, mom, I don't think it is fair,

I'm lying here dying, mom, and all he can do is stare. 

Tell my brother not to cry, mom, tell daddy to be brave,

And when I go to heaven, mom, put “daddy's girl” on my grave.

Someone should have told him, mom, not to drink and drive,

If only they had told him, mom, I would still be alive.

My breath is getting short, mom, I'm becoming very scared, 

Please don't cry for me, mom. When I needed you, you were always there.

I have one last question, mom, before I say good bye,

I didn't drink and drive, mom, so why am I the one to die?

Q1   Who is the speaker of the above lines?

Q2   Who is he/she speaking to?

Q3   What do we know about the speaker and his /her character?

Q4   How old is the speaker of the above lines?

Q5   Which scene has been described in the poem?

Q6   What do we know about the other driver?

Q7   What social problem does the speaker's plight bring to our mind?

Q8   What do you know about teenage driving?

Q9   Why are so many teenagers involved in car accidents?

Q10 The last two verses of the poem bring about a sense of_____________________ 

and _____________________ and make us feel very _______________________  

about _____________________________________________________________.

Q11 Suggest another appropriate title for the poem.

tutututututu

Follow Up Activity:

The name of the drunk driver of the above poem was Mark Jones. Work 

in groups and have a Mock Trial in class: The State against Mark Jones. 

You need a prosecutor, lawyers, witnesses and a judge, of course.



News

Driving behaviour is an extension of public behaviour. 

Social scientists say that "we are unable to ever 'give 

way', lest this be seen as a weakness". Seldom is the 

right of way given to an ambulance, while it is 

considered smart to jump queues at toll gates or 

violate a red-light traffic signal. Following the rules, 

it seems, is left to the meek. [The Economics Times]

You have just read the above article in The 

Economic Times .Write a letter to the editor 

expressing your concern over the ever increasing 

number of accidents on our roads today. Site 

inexperience, risk taking, lack of hazard 

perception , non existent road culture and apathy 

towards rules and regulations as major causes 

that lead to accidents. (150-200 words)

Letter Writing

DRIVING BEHAVIOUR

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________



________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

tutututututu

People take unnecessary risk by violating traffic rules



S.NO OFFENCES 
MAXIMUM 

PENALTY 
SECTION 

2.1.1 Driving by Minor. Rs. 500/- 4 r/w 181 MVA 

2.1.2 Allowing Unauthorized person to drive. Rs. 1000/- 5 r/w 180 MVA 

2.1.3 Driving without Helmet. Rs. 100/- 129 r/w177 MVA 

2.1.4 Seat Belts not fastened. Rs. 100/- 
138(3) CMVR 

177 MVA 

2.1.5 Rough/Rash/Negligent Driving. Rs. 1000/- 184 MVA 

2.1.6 Dangerous or hasty Driving. 

Rs.1000/- 

and/or imprisonment  

( 6 months) 

112-183 MVA 

2.1.7 Not Driving in Proper Lane. Court Challan 66 r/w 192 MVA 

2.1.8 Driving in the center and not to left side. Rs.100/- 
2 RRR r/w 177 

MVA 

2.1.9 Driving against One Way. Rs.100/- 17 (i) RRR 177 MVA 

 

Article Writing

ROAD OFFENCES



S.NO OFFENCES 
MAXIMUM 

PENALTY 
SECTION 

2.1.10 
Driving under influence of Alcohol / 

Drugs. 

Rs.2000/- 

and/or imprisonment  

( 6 months) 

185 MVA 

2.1.11 Taking “U” turn during outlawed hours. Rs.100/- 
12 RRR 

177 MVA 

2.1.12 Using Mobile Phone while Driving. Up to 1000/- 184 MVA 

2.1.13 In case of a minor Accident. Rs. 1000/- 184 MVA 

2.1.14 Failing to carry on left of traffic island. Rs.100/- 
2 RRR 

177 MVA 

2.1.15 Playing music while Driving. Rs. 100/- 102/177 MVA 

4.7 Using horn in Silence Zone. Rs.100/- 
21(ii) RRR 

177 MVA 

5.1 Using Vehicle in Unsafe Conditions. Court Challan 192 MVA 

5.2 
When motor vehicle is out of state for 

more than 12 months. 
Rs.100/- 47-177 MVA 

5.3 
Particulars to be printed on  

transport vehicles. 
Rs.100/- 84(G)-177 MVA 

5.4 Without Wiper Rs.100/- 
CMVR 101 

5,12 177 MVA 

5.4 Without Side Mirror. Rs.100/- 5, 7/177 MVA 

5.5 Defective tyres. Rs.100/- CMVR 94 

5.6 
No indication board on left hand  

drive vehicle. 
Rs.100/- 120, 177 MVA 

5.7 

Sale of motor vehicle/ 

alteration of motor vehicle in 

contravention of Act. 

Rs.300/- 

52/191 MVA, 

32/192.66/192  

MV Act 

5.8 
Vehicles fitted with dark glasses/ 

sun films. 
Rs.100/- 

100 CMVR 

177 MVA 

 



S.NO OFFENCES 
MAXIMUM 

PENALTY 
SECTION 

5.9 
Driving without proper number plate/ 

illuminating rear number plate. 
Rs.100/- 

236 MMVR 

177 MVA 

5.10 Failing to display public carrier board. Rs.100/- 
116 MMVR 

177 MVA 

5.11 
Using private vehicle for commercial 

purposes. 

Rs. 5000/- 

( not less than Rs. 

2000/-) 

- 

5.12 

Any sort of misconduct with passengers, 

not wearing uniform/not displaying 

badge. 

Rs.100/- 
MMVR 21(18) 

177 MVA 

5.13 Overloading a goods vehicle. 

Rs. 2000/-plus Rs. 

1000/- for every 

additional ton. 

MMVR 93(u)(i) 

177 MVA 

5.14 
Carrying goods in a dangerous or 

hazardous manner. 

Imprisonment and/or 

fine of Rs. 3000/- 

29 RRR 

177 MVA 

5.15 Infringement of permit conditions. 

Imprisonment and/or 

fine of Rs. 5000/-( not 

less than Rs. 2000/-) 

- 

5.16 Use of Colored light on Vehicle Rs. 100/- 97(2)/177 DMVR 

6.1 Plying in 'NO ENTRY' Time Upto 2000/-  115/194 MVA 

6. Violation of Time Table Court Challan 
11/177, 2/177, 

66/192 MVA 

6.2 High and Long / Load in Vehicles  Rs. 100/- 29 RRR/177 MVA 

6.3 
Carrying animals in goods vehicles in 

contravention of rules. 
Rs.100/- 

MMVR 83 

177 MVA 

6.4 
Carrying persons dangerously or carrying 

persons in goods vehicles. 
Rs.100/- 

MMVR 108 

177 MVA 

6.6 Dangerous projection of goods. Rs.100/- 

229 MMVR 

29 RRR 

177 MVA 



S.NO OFFENCES 
MAXIMUM 

PENALTY 
SECTION 

6.7 Carrying goods unsecured. Rs.100/- 
MMVR 202 

177 MVA 

6.8 Carrying goods more than 11 feet high. Rs.100/- 
MMVR 93(u) (i) 

177 MVA 

6.9 Load on Tail Board. Rs.100/- 
MMVR 202 

177 MVA 

6.10 Misbehavior by Taxi/TSR Driver. Rs. 100/-  11(3)/177 DMVR  

6.11 Over Charging by Taxi/TSR Driver. Rs. 100/-  11(8)/177 DMVR 

6.12 Charging without Meter. Rs. 100/-  11(8)/177 DMVR 

6.13 Refusal by Taxi/TSR Driver. Rs. 100/-  11(9)/177 DMVR  

6.14 Driver without Uniform. Rs. 100/- 7/177 DMVR 

6.14 Driver without Badge. Rs. 100/- 22(1)/177 DMVR 

6.15 Conductor without Uniform. Rs. 100/- 23(1)/177 DMVR 

6.16 Conductor without Badge. Rs. 100/- 22(1)/177 DMVR 

6.17 Stopping without Bus stop Court Challan 66/192 MVA 

6.18 

Power to detain Vehicle used in 

contravention of section 3.4,39 or 66(1) 

MV Act. 

Court Challan 207(1) MVA 

7.1 Parking in the direction of flow of traffic. Rs.100/- 
22(a) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.2 
Parking away from footpath towards 

road. 
Rs.100/- 

15(2) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.3 Parking against flow of traffic. Rs.100/- 
15(2) RRR 

177 MVA 

 



Parking on footpath or 
in front of a gate can 

cause obstruction

S.NO OFFENCES 
MAXIMUM 

PENALTY 
SECTION 

7.4 Parking causing Obstruction. Rs. 100/- 
15(2) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.5 Parking on a Taxi Stand. Rs. 100/- 
15(2) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.6 Parking in not any prescribed manner. Rs. 100/- 
15(1) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.7 Parking at any Corner. Rs. 100/- 
15(i) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.8 
Parking within 15 meters on either side 

of Bus Stop. 
Rs. 100/- 

15(2) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.9 Parking on Bridge. Rs. 100/- 
15(2) (i) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.10 Parking at Traffic Island. Rs. 100/- 
15(i) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.11 Parking in “No” Parking Area. Rs. 100/- 
15(2) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.12 Parked on Pedestrian Crossing. Rs. 100/- 
15(2)(iii) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.13 Parking on Footpath. Rs. 100/- 
15(2)(ii) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.14 Parking in front of a gate. Rs. 100/- 
15(2)(viii) RRR 

177 MVA 

7.15 Parking causing obstruction. Rs. 100/- 
15(1) RRR 

177 MVA 

RRR: Rules of Road Regulations 1989                            MVA: Motor Vehicles Act 1988  
MMVR: Maharasthra Motor Vehicles Rules 1989           CMVR: Central Motor Vehicles Rules 1989  

 



You are Adarsh Srivastava, Head boy of Sainik School Korakunda.  You have been 

asked to write an article on 'Punishable Road Offences' for your school magazine in 

order to sensitize school students about driving malpractices and their punishments 

. Write the Article in not more than 200 words using the above table for reference.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

tutututututu



Complete the following passage by filling in appropriate words:

CHANDIGARH: When singers were reluctant to pen 

______________ verses on the "dry subject" of traffic rules 

_____________ road safety, 41-year-old head constable Desh 

Raj of the Traffic Police decided to put his passion 

_______________ poetry and 

singing to good use.

Writing poems on road safety, 

need ___________ helmets for 

women, the hazards of drunk 

driving and the like, Desh Raj's first poem was __________ 

over speeding. He even staged a play on Duryodhan chasing 

Draupadi on the roads, breaking rules, _____________ Road Safety Week celebrations.

The head constable holds court ____________ the 

Children's Traffic Park in Sector 23. He enjoys sessions on 

road safety _______________ school children, peppers 

them with couplets, incorporates movies on ___________ 

s e r i o u s  i s s u e ,  g a t h e r s  

informative reading material 

and gives practical demonstrations ___________ training.

"For classes V to X traffic sessions deal _________ minor 

security issues. Class X onwards, teenagers are taught the 

importance of driving with license and the responsibility 

Grammar Exercise

TRAFFIC RULES



every driver must have. We ask students ________ share their experience at the Traffic 

Park with ___________ friends and others to spread traffic 

awareness," said Raj.

Many organisations and Army units invite ____________ 

for interactive sessions. Swelling with pride, Desh Raj tells, 

"Intelligent people will always appreciate public safety." 

His colleagues call him _____________ department hero. 

Note:-

Follow Up Activity:

Use the internet to read up articles about children who have organized 

campaigns on road safety in their neighborhoods. Bring two of your 

favourite articles to school ands share them with your friends. 

This passage salutes an individual's 
efforts to sensitize us to a burning social 

issue and reiterates the fact that an 
individual CAN make a difference. Let's 

work towards safe and accident free 
roads. We owe it to ourselves.
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Carpooling (also known as car-sharing, ride-sharing and lift-sharing ), is the sharing of  car 
journeys so that more than one person travels in a car.

By having more people using one vehicle, carpooling reduces each 
person's travel costs such as fuel costs, tolls, and the stress of  driving. 
Carpooling is also seen as a more environmentally friendly and sustainable 
way to travel as sharing journeys reduces carbon emissions, traffic 
congestion on the roads, and the need for parking spaces. Authorities often 
encourage carpooling, especially during high pollution periods and high 
fuel prices.

Poster Making

CARPOOLING

 

A poster used to promote carpooling as a way to 
ration gasoline during  World War II

Ê

Ê

 Taking ideas from the given poster, 
design another one encouraging your 
schoolmates to form carpools. These 
can then be displayed on the school 
notice boards. 

  Prepare a data sheet to collect data 
regarding traveling destinations and 
modes of  transports used by your 
classmates. Use this information to 
facilitate formation of  car pools in 
your class.



DRIVING IS A PRIVILEGE, NOT A RIGHT !

What you need to know before you begin...

The Responsibility Factor:

You must have a driver's license to operate a vehicle of  any kind on a 
public highway or parking facility in India. 

Every state has a government agency that issues driver’s licenses. In 
each state, this agency is called the Regional Transport Authority or 
RTO. These agencies may refuse to issue or renew a license if  you 
don't meet the restrictions set by them.
 
Having a driver's license is a privilege, not a constitutional right.

When you are issued a driver's license, you are also issued many responsibilities. You must 
continue to demonstrate your ability to drive safely on the road. If  you fail to demonstrate this 
ability, you will be issued traffic tickets, or even have your license suspended or revoked. A lot of  
responsibility comes with a driver's license. You have to drive safely, obey the traffic laws, and 
respect the rights of  other drivers. Not only should you concentrate on your own driving, you 
should also be well aware of  the other vehicles around you. Driving safely also includes how and 
where you park your car. Passengers in your car put their safety in your hands and expect you to 
drive safe as well. 

You also have a financial responsibility when it comes to driving. Every driver needs to have 
automobile insurance that covers any potential damages or injuries that he or she causes. If  a 
minor is issued a license, then the parent(s) or guardian(s) of  that minor are responsible for any 
financial consequences.

Comprehension Passage

DRIVER’S RESPONSIBILITY



Attitudes:

Finally, safe driving requires a good attitude. You should not be stressed, tired, or distracted; 
driving should be your only focus. You need to be both mentally and physically capable of  
controlling your vehicle.

There are many consequences for neglecting any or all of  these responsibilities, so make sure 
you know what they are and comply with them. 

Eligibility for Learner License:

Eligibility for Permanent License:

1. Age eligibility : 18 years
For vehicles upto 50CC engine capacity & without gear : 16 years 

(Provided parent, guardian consent obtained)
For commercial vehicle : 20 years.

2. Conversant with Traffic rules & regulations.

1. You should have a valid learner license.
2. You should apply after 30 days and within 180 days from the 

date of  issuance of  learner license. 
3. You should be conversant about the vehicle systems, driving, 

traffic rules & regulations.

Before you proceed, consider these Indian road fatality statistics:

Ê

Ê 
Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

Ê

 

motor vehicle collisions in the year 2010.
An average of  443 persons died each day, roughly one every 3 minutes. 

 61.2% of  the victims of  accidents were aged between15 to 44 years. This 

group of  persons accounted for nearly two thirds of  all the persons killed in 

accidents during the year. 
 There were 12,188 pedestrian deaths. 
 15 % of  all fatalities were alcohol-related.
 18 people died every hour in road accidents
 Road traffic fatalities have been increasing at about 8% annually for 

the last 10 years and show no signs of  decreasing.

Source : NCSA (National Center for Statistics and Analysis) Fatality Analysis 2010

133,938 people were killed and more than three times this number injured in 



Teenage Driving:

Read the above passage and answer the questions that follow:

According to the NCSA, more than 20,000 teens die each year from injuries resulting from 
car collisions, making it the number one killer of  teens in India. Typical reasons include a 
lack of  driving experience, poor vehicle control, risk-taking, and failure to wear seat belts.

Q1   Driving is not a ___________________, it is a ____________________  given to us 

by the ____________________ if  we _____________________________________ .

Q2  When can an individual be issued a driver's license?

_______________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________ .

Q3  Majority of   road accidents take place because ________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________        

__________________________________________________________________________ .

Q4  What attitudes dictate safe driving?

_______________________________________________________________________        

__________________________________________________________________________ .

Q5  Why do teenage drivers run more risk on the road?

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________



Q6 Irresponsible drivers can put the life of  pedestrians
into ___________________________________________ 
(synonym of  risk, beginning with 'J').

Q7  Why does the above passage provide us with road fatality 
statistics?

       
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ .

Q8  What are the two essential steps we all must take before 
beginning to drive?

      
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ .

Q9  Explain the meaning of  the title “Driving is a Privilege, 
not a Right”.

       
________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ .

Q10  Find words in the passage which mean the same as:

a)  permit -  ____________________

b)  cancel -  ____________________

c)  conform -  ____________________

d)  violent impact -  ____________________
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HELP ACCIDENT VICTIMS IN GOLDEN HOUR !

Read the following passage and fill in the blanks using appropriate words:

Making the case: A Case Study

In May 2000, when 22-year-old Stuart Strachan went to 

the aid _______________ a Motorcyclist, who crashed 

_______________ bike near Stuart's home, he didn't 

know what to expect. Having run _______________ 

an embankment the man, suffering  _______________ 

shock, was trying to get up. Stuart saw that the man 

had  _______________ badly injured in the crash 

_______________ part of  one of  his legs had been severed. Stuart had learnt first aid as 

part of  the Duke of  Edinburgh Award Scheme as a student _______________ school, 

and had since become a Red Cross volunteer, but he had never been in such a situation. 

He knew he had to _____________ his first aid  knowledge to what was facing him now. 

Fill in Appropriate Words

GENERAL EXERCISE



He laid the man , talked to him, and tried to stabilize the situation .As 

he tried to raise the man's legs, he  _______________ see that already a great deal of  

blood had been lost and knew that he had to _______________ pressure to the artery 

.When _______________ ambulance arrived, due to the nature of  the injury and the 

scene of  the accident, the crew asked Stuart if  he was alright and if  he could carry 

_______________ applying pressure to the wound. Stuart continued to help, applying 

pressure _______________ the crew tried to stabilize the man until _______________ 

A&E doctor arrived. Stuart had been attending to the man for _______________ 40 

minutes .The man, once stabilized, was transferred to hospital .While medics were 

unable to save the man's _______________ , his life was saved. Stuart received a 

commendation _______________ the District Ambulance Officer, and the police and 

medical team believe _______________ had it not been _______________ his 

knowledge and intervention, the outcome for the man, a married father of  two, may 

have been very different. 

The consensus here _______________ clear: Many pre-hospital deaths may be 

preventable _______________ injuries may have less long-term impact 

_______________ casualties could be treated immediately by non-medical people who 

had basic first _______________ knowledge.

 _______________
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About Buzzed Driving

Buzzed driving is drunk driving. Getting behind the wheel after even just one too many drinks can 
lead to disaster.

Read Evan's Story 

I went out for dinner with some friends. During dinner I had a couple of  drinks, and on the way 
home I was stopped by policemen and asked to pull over. They asked me to blow into a breath 
analyser, and the alcohol was found to be above the permissible limit. I was arrested immediately 
and taken to police lock-up. I had never thought I would end up in jail – a very humiliating and 
unpleasant experience. 

Getting a Driving Under Influence (DUI) affected 
my life in many ways. Both, socially and financially, it 
was depressing, embarrassing and stressful. Going 
to jail, having to pay a heavy fine – it was horrible ! 
How could I have got myself  into such a situation. 
For a few years, with the unpleasant memories fresh 
in my mind, I was very careful not to mix drinks and 
driving. But like all offenders – I, too, had a short 
memory. I did it again. 

I didn't really think of  the consequences. I think I was intoxicated, a little hazy, but I definitely 
didn't realize I was drunk. Before I knew what was happening, everything blocked out. 

It was the first time that I had to ask for help. I had to ask for help for everything, to get to places, 
to go to the grocery store, to take my kids to their football games. I really had to reach out and ask 
for help and that was really hard for me. It was embarrassing to have to tell his friend parents “no, 
I can't pick them up or I can't take my turn driving them to the mall”. It was hard on me and hard 
on them. 

Speech Writing

DRUNK DRIVING



I remember the police officer asking me 'do you have a child with you?' seeing the child seat in 
the back. I was very offended, 'no, of  course there is no child with me? But the fact is I could 
have hurt someone very badly. Thank God, that I didn't. If  you're going to go out and drink, find 
a designated driver before you do. Driving while buzzed is drunk driving. 

NOW Show your support to end 'buzzed driving' by writing out a speech condemning drunk 
driving. This appeal will be read out by you at a seminar on 'Drunk Driving' organized by your 
school for your parents. Use the above story to make your speech informative. 'Drunk Driving' 
organized by your school for your parents .Use the above story to make your speech 
informative .

Follow Up Activity:

Take a PLEADGE to make good 
decisions by not driving under the 
influence of  alcohol. Take the time to 
share pledge with others and with 
your help, we can end buzzed driving.

~ : Repeat Together : 
 

I'm going to be smart; when I 
begin to drive, I won't drive while 

buzzed. Even just one too many 
drinks can impair my driving and 
lead to devastating consequences. 

It's just not worth it. Buzzed 
driving is drunk driving, so I am 

going to make sure I make 
responsible choices that don't 

endanger me and others.

~

Section 185 of  
Motor Vehicle Act can punish 

a driver under influence of  
alcohol with a fine upto Rs.2000 or 

imprisonment with a term which may 
extend upto 6 months. With a 

subsequent offence within 3 years, 
imprisonment increases 
to 2 years and a fine of  

Rs.3000.

The legal limit is below 30 mg 
of alcohol in every 100ml of blood.
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Road Traffic Accidents in India - 
Present Scenario 

-  In 2010, India recorded 1, 34,000 road 
accident deaths, the highest in the world. The 
World Bank trends put this figure at 
2,00,000 annually.

-  About 5,20,000 road accident injuries and 
4,90,000 road accidents occurred in 2010. 

-  About 56 accidents per hour (one accident per 
minute). 

-  If  a person meets with a road accident in 
India, there is an over 30 percent chance of  
death. 

-  Around 53 per cent of  the people who die in 
India are males in the most productive age 
group of  20 to 50 years. 

-  The number of  people killed has increased 
four times from 1970 to 2009.
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